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By a result of Foias and Saut, the quotient of the enstrophy and the energy of
a solution of the NavierStokes equations with potential forces converges to the
square root of an eigenvalue 4k of the Stokes operator. We study the Hausdorff
length (H1) of the level sets of the vorticity and the stream function of solutions.
We provide upper bounds for these quantities, and for large t we express them in
terms of the corresponding eigenvalue 4k .  1996 Academic Press, Inc.
1. Introduction
We consider the NavierStokes equations (NSE)) in R2 with potential
forces
u
t
&&2u+(u } {) u+{p=0
{ } u=0.
We seek solutions u, p which are periodic with respect to 0=[0, L]2,
where L>0, and we prescribe the initial condition
u(x, 0)=u0(x), x # R2,
with u0 0-periodic and 0 u0=0.
It is well-known that all solutions of the NSE are real-analytic in t and
x for every t>0 even if the initial datum u0 is only square integrable
([11], [12], [20]). Solutions also converge to the equilibrium 0 with an
exponential rate ([10], [21]). In this article, we discuss oscillations of
solutions in the space variable for any t>0, and particularly for t large.
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Namely, in Theorems 5.2 and 5.3 below, we provide upper bounds for the
Hausdorff length (H1) of the level sets associated with the vorticity and the
stream function (see later sections for relevant definitions), thus answering
a question raised by Foias ([7]).
Our results rely on the work of Foias and Saut ([9], [10]) who show
that the quotient of the enstrophy and energy converges to the square root
of an eigenvalue of the Stokes operator. In Corollary 5.4, we show that the
Hausdorff length of the vorticity and the stream function level sets can be,
for large t, estimated in terms of this eigenvalue. In order to obtain an
upper bound on the Hausdorff length of level sets associated with real-
analytic functions, we use the method from [17] (see also [4], [5], [16],
[19]). In order to apply these results, one needs to study real-analyticity
of solutions in the space variable with the Gevrey regularity technique
([12]). Since all the solutions of the NSE converge to the stationary solu-
tion 0, which is an entire function of x, the space analyticity radius of every
solution converges to infinity as t   (see Theorem 4.1 below). This
enables us to obtain Hausdorff length upper bounds which are close to
optimal (see Remark 5.5).
A closely related result was obtained by Constantin. In the case of the
3D NSE (with general forcing), the Hausdorff areas of the vorticity
magnitude level sets were studied in [1], and upper bounds were provided
for their space-time averages. In [4] and [6], the zero sets of the eigen-
functions of the Laplacian on Riemannian manifolds were considered; in
particular, sharp lower and upper bounds on Hausdorff measures were
obtained in terms of the associated eigenvalues (see e.g. our Remark 5.5
below). The upper bounds on the Hausdorff measures of the level sets
associated with solutions of some other partial differential equations were
obtained in [5], [13], [14], [15], [16], [17], [18], and [19].
2. Functional Setting of the NSE
Let 0=[0, L]2 where L>0. We set
H={u # L2per (R2)2 : u 0-periodic, { } u=0, |0 u=0=
where L2per(R
2) is the space of all 0-periodic functions belonging to
L2loc(R
2), and L2per(R
2)2 is the space of pairs of such functions. (All func-
tions and spaces are assumed to be real-valued.) Each u # L2per (R
2)2 can be
identified with its Fourier expansion
u= :
j # Z2
ujeiqj } x (2.1)
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where uj # C2 satisfy u&j=u*j ( j # Z2), and where we denote q=2?L for
simplicity. Then
H={u= :j # Z2 u
jeiqj } x : u&j=uj* and j } uj=0 for all j # Z2,
u0=0, &u&2H=L2 :
j # Z2
|uj | 2<= .
Let also
V={u= :j # Z2 uje
iqj } x : u # H, &u&2V=(2?)
2 :
j # Z2
| j| 2 |uj | 2<= .
The sets H and V are Hilbert spaces with the scalar products
(u, v)H=L2 :
j # Z2
ujv*j =|
0
u } v, u, v # H
and
(u, v)V=(2?)2 :
j # Z2
| j | 2 ujv*j , u, v # V
respectively, where u and v are as in (2.1). Let P be the orthogonal projec-
tion in L2per (R
2)2 with the range H. Let A=&P2 be the Stokes operator.
It is easy to check that Au=&2u for every u # D(A), D(A) being the
definition domain of A (this is true only in the space periodic case con-
sidered here). Also, note that &u&V=&A12u&H for all u # V.
Denoting B(u, v)=P(u } {) v, we can rewrite the NSE in the form
u* +&Au+B(u, u)=0 (2.2)
where u* is the derivative of u with respect to t. The equality (2.2) is under-
stood in V $, the dual of V, since A and B map V and V_V respectively
to V $.
It is well-known that for every initial datum u0 # H, there exists a unique
solution u(t)=S(t) u0 , defined for all t0, for which u(0)=u0 ; the
solution satisfies u # C([0, T], H ) & C((0, T], V ), for every T>0. Also,
limt  &u(t)&H=0 with the precise rate of convergence described in [10];
from there, we shall use the following result:
Theorem 2.1. [10]. Let 41<42< } } } be the distinct eigenvalues of the
Stokes operator A. Then there exist manifolds Mk (k=1, 2, ...) such that:
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(i) V=M0$M1$M2$ } } } ;
(ii) for every k # N, we have u0 # Mk&1"Mk if and only if
limt  &S(t) u0&2V&S(t) u0&
2
H=4k .
For the proof of this theorem, as well as for the properties of the
manifolds Mk , see [10]. Note that 41=q2=(2?L)2, and, for every k # N,
4k is an integer multiple of q2.
Remark 2.2. Since the quotient in the statement (ii) of Theorem 2.1
appears frequently, we denote (the so-called Dirichlet or Rayleigh quotient)
Q(u0)=
&u0&2V
&u0&2H
=
&A12u0&2H
&u0&2H
, u0 # V.
From [3, Lemma 3.2], it follows that for every solution u(t) of the NSE
(with potential forces), Q(u(t)) is a non-increasing function of t. If we com-
bine this fact with Theorem 2.1, we get the following: If Q(u0)<4k+1 for
some k # N, then limt  Q(S(t) u0)4k , and thus u0 # Mk&1 .
The importance of Dirichlet quotients for estimating the size of zero sets
for solutions of partial differential equations has already been pointed out
in [19].
3. The Vorticity, the Stream Function, and the
Gevrey Classes of Functions
For u=(u(1), u(2)) # V, the vorticity is a scalar function defined by
|={_u=
u(2)
x
&
u(1)
y
. (3.1)
It belongs to the space
H1={h: 0  R : h 0-periodic, |0 h=0, &h&2H1=|0 h2<= .
Also, let A1=&2, which is a closed, positive operator on the Hilbert
space H1 .
The stream function is a unique function  # H1 for which
{_=\y , &

x+=u. (3.2)
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If u is as in (2.1), and uj=(u (1)j , u
(2)
j ), for j=( j
(1), j (2)) # Z2, then
|=iq :
j{0
( j(1)u (2)j &j
(2)u (1)j ) e
iqj } x
and
=
i
q
:
j{0
1
| j| 2
( j (1)u (2)j &j
(2)u (1)j ) e
iqj } x.
The operations {_ in (3.1) and (3.2) are closely related to the curl opera-
tion. Namely, in (3.1), (0, 0, |)=curl u, while in (3.2), curl(0, 0, )=
(u(1), u(2), 0).
For all functions f defined on the spectrum _(A) of the Stokes operator,
let
f (A) u= :
j # Z2
f ( |qj| 2) ujeiqj } x
for all u # H as in (2.1) for which & f (A)u&H<; the set of such u is the
definition domain of the operator f (A) and will be denoted by D( f (A)).
Similarly, we define f (A1) and D( f (A1)). These definitions will only be
used for functions of the form
f (x)=xke:x12
with k, :0. The sets D(e:A12) and D(e:A1
12
) are called the Gevrey class of
operators of order :0. They were used in [12] for proving the real-
analyticity of solutions in the space variable.
Our use of Gevrey classes shall be based on the following consideration:
Denote with N(h, S)=[x # S : h(x)=0] the zero (nodal) set of a function
h in a set S, and let H1 be the one-dimensional Hausdorff measure (we
also call it the Hausdorff length) operating on subsets of R2.
Theorem 3.1. [17]. Suppose that a nonzero function h # H1 satisfies
&e:A1
12
h&H1M&h&H1 .
Then
H1(N(h, 0))C1 L(1+log M) eC2L:.
Here and in the sequel, C1 , C2 , ... stand for universal constants. The
above statement is a special case of [17, Theorem 2.1]. It will be used in
conjunction with the following statement:
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Lemma 3.2. Let u # H, and let | and  be its vorticity and stream func-
tion respectivelty. If
&A12e:A12u&HM&A12u&H (3.3)
for some :, M>0, then, for every c # R,
&e:A1
12
(|&c)&H1M&|&c&H1 (3.4)
and
&e:A1
12
(&c)&H1M
Q(u)
41
&&c&H1 . (3.5)
In (3.5), Q(u) is the Dirichlet quotient defined in Remark 2.2.
Theorem 3.1 and Lemma 3.2 show that in order to find an upper bound
for the quantities H1(N(|&c, 0)) and H1(N(&c, 0)), it is sufficient to
obtain an inequality for u of the form (3.3).
Proof of Lemma 3.2. Since 0 |=0 and consequently 0 e:A1
12
|=0, we
have
&e:A1
12
(|&c)&2H1=&e
:A1
12
|&2H1+c
2L2
and
&|&c&2H1=&|&
2
H1+c
2L2.
Note also that (3.3) shows that M1; hence, in order to prove (3.4), it is
sufficient to prove it for c=0. Likewise, we only need to prove (3.5) for
c=0 (note that Q(u)41).
In order to establish (3.4) for c=0, we start with the identity
{_( f (A) u)=f (A1)({_u) (3.6)
which is valid for all functions f defined on _(A), and the well-known
equality
&A12u&H=&{_u&H1 . (3.7)
Both can be easily verified using the Fourier expansions. Using (3.6), (3.7),
and (3.3), we get
&e:A1
12
|&H1=&e
:A1
12
({_u)&H1=&{_(e
:A12u)&H1
=&A12e:A12u&HM&A12u&H=M &|&H1
and thus we obtain (3.4).
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As for (3.5) (c=0), note that
&A12u&2H=Q(u) &u&2HQ(u) &A&12u&H &A12u&H
implies &A12u&HQ(u) &A&12u&H . Hence,
&A&12e:A12u&H
1
41
&A12e:A12u&H
M
41
&A12u&H
M
Q(u)
41
&A&12u&H . (3.8)
Now, note that A1 =&2=|; hence, (3.6), (3.7), and (3.8) imply
&e:A1
12
&H1=&A
&1
1 e
:A1
12
|&H1=&{_(A
&1e:A12u)&H1
=&A&12e:A12u&HM
Q(u)
41
&A&12u&H
=M
Q(u)
41
&{_(A&1u)&H1=M
Q(u)
41
&A&11 ({_u)&H1
=M
Q(u)
41
&&H1
and the proof is completed. K
4. Gevrey Regularity of Solutions
For the rest of the paper, let u(t) be an arbitrary solution of the NSE with
u(0)=u0 .
Theorem 4.1. (i) There exist constants :1=:1(&, L, &u0&V ) and t1=
t1(&, L, &u0&V) such that
&A12e:1tA12u(t)&H2 &A12u0&H , 0tt1 .
(ii) There exists a universal constant C3 such that if &A12u0&H
C3&4121 , then
&A12e:2tA12u(t)&H&A12u0&H , t0
with :2=&4121 2.
The part (ii) implies that, for any solution u(t) of (2.2), the space
analyticity radius of u(t) goes to infinity as t  . The part (i) was proved
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in [12]. For the completeness sake and in order to obtain estimates on the
constants, we reproduce the proof here. It is based on the following
inequality from [12, Section 2.3]: Denoting
&u&G(t)=&etA
12u&H
and
(u, v)G(t)=(etA
12u, etA12v)H
for t0 and u, v # D(etA12), we have
|(B(u, v), w)G(t)|C4 &A12u&G(t) &A12v&G(t) &w&G(t)
_\1+log &Au&
2
G(t)
41&A12u&2G(t)+
12
for all u, v, and w such that the right hand side is finite.
As usual, the proof of the theorem consists of a priori estimates which
can easily be made rigorous by employing the Galerkin approximation (as,
e.g., in [2] or [11]).
Proof. For any :, t0,
1
2
d
dt
&A12u(t)&2G(:t)=: &A34u(t)&2G(:t)+(Au* (t), u(t))G(:t)
=: &A34u(t)&2G(:t)&& &Au(t)&2G(:t)&(B(u(t), u(t)), Au(t))G(:t)

&
4
&Au(t)&2G(:t)+
:2
&
&A12u(t)&2G(:t)&& &Au(t)&
2
G(:t)
+C4 &A12u(t)&2G(:t) &Au(t)&G(:t) \1+log &Au(t)&
2
G(:t)
41&A12u(t)&2G(:t)+
12
.
At this point, we use the estimate
a+ \1+log +
2
b2+
12
c+2+
a2
c
log
2a
bc
, a, c>0, +b>0
which is a consequence of the inequality in [8, p. 115]. Omitting the
dependence on t and using the above inequality with +=&Au(t)&G(:t) and
c=&4, we obtain
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1
2
d
dt
&A12u&2G(:t)+
3&
4
&Au&2G(:t)

:2
&
&A12u&2G(:t)+
&
4
&Au&2G(:t)+
C5
&
&A12u&4G(:t) log
C6 &A12u&G(:t)
&4121
whence, by the Poincare inequality,
d
dt
&A12u&2G(:t)+&41 &A
12u&2G(:t)

2:2
&
&A12u&2G(:t)+
2C5
&
&A12u&4G(:t) log
C6 &A12u&G(:t)
&4121
.
Letting :=&4121 2, we get
d
dt
&A12u&2G(:t)+
&41
2
&A12u&2G(:t)
2C5
&
&A12u&4G(:t) log
C6 &A12u&G(:t)
&4121
.
(4.1)
With :1=:=&4121 2 and
t1=
C7 &24121
&A12u(0)&2H log M0
where
M0=max {2, 2C6&4121 &A12u(0)&H=
(i) follows quickly.
As for (ii), we take :2=:=&4121 2. If &A12u0&H<&4121 C6 , the term
with a logarithm in (4.1) is negative at t=0, and thus (4.1) implies that
&A12u&G(:t) is a decreasing function of t. This concludes the proof of (ii).
5. Level Sets of the Vorticity and the Stream Function
For the rest of the paper, let u(t), for t0, be a solution of the NSE with
u(0)=u0 # V. For any t0, let |(t) and (t) be the vorticity and the
stream function of u(t).
We need the following fact:
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Lemma 5.1. Let Q(u0)* for some *>0. Then Q(u(t))* and
&u(t)&He&&*t &u0&H
for every t0.
Proof. The first assertion is contained in Remark 2.2. Taking the scalar
product of both sides of (2.2) by u(t) and using the well-known identity
(B(u, u), u)H=0, we get for t0
1
2
d
dt
&u(t)&2H=&& &A
12u(t)&2H&&* &u(t)&
2
H
from which the asserted inequality directly follows. K
In Theorems 5.2 and 5.3 below, which are our main results, we shall, for
any fixed t>0, estimate the quantities
l(|(t))=sup
c # R
H1(N(|(t)&c, 0))
and
l((t))=sup
c # R
H1(N((t)&c, 0)).
Recall that for a function h: 0  R,
N(h, 0)=[x # 0 : h(x)=0].
Theorem 5.2. Let Q(u0)* for some *>0 and u0{0. Then
l (|(t))C1L \2+12 log
*
41
+&*t+ exp \C2L:1 t + , 0<tt1
and
l ((t))C1 L \2+32 log
*
41
+&*t+ exp \C2L:1 t + , 0<tt1 .
Theorem 5.2 implies
l (|(t))C1L \2+12 log
*
41
+&*t1+ exp \C2L:1t1+ , tt1
and
l ((t))C1 L \2+32 log
*
41
+&*t1+ exp \C2L:1t1+ , tt1 .
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Indeed, by Lemma 5.1, we have Q(u(t))* for all t0, and the
inequalities follow by using Theorem 5.2 with u(t&t1) in place of u0 .
Proof of Theorem 5.2. By Theorelm 4.1(i) and Lemma 5.1, we get for
t # [0, t1] the following:
&A12e:1tA12u(t)&H2 &A12u0&H2*12 &u0&H2*12e&*t &u(t)&H
2 \ *41+
12
e&*t &A12u(t)&H .
The rest follows by combining the resulting inequality with Lemma 3.2 and
Theorem 3.1. K
Theorem 5.3. Let Q(u0)* for some *0 and u0{0, and suppose that
&u0&HC3 &4121 . Then
l (|(t))C1L \1+12 log
*
41
+&*t+ exp \C2L:2 t + , t0 (5.1)
and
l ((t))C1 L \1+32 log
*
41
+&*t+ exp \C2L:2t + , t0 (5.2)
with :2=&4121 2. Also,
l (|(t))C8L
*
41
, t
2C2L
&4121
(5.3)
and
l ((t))C9 L
*
41
, t
2C2 L
&4121
. (5.4)
Proof. The inequalities (5.1) and (5.2) follow as in the proof of
Theorem 5.2 except that instead of Theorem 4.1.(i) we use Theorem 4.1(ii).
With t2C2L&4121 , (5.1) implies
l (|(t))C1eL \2+12 log
*
41
+
2C2*L
41|21 + , t0.
Since *41=(2?L)2, (5.3) follows directly from the above inequality.
Likewise, (5.2) implies (5.4). K
Combining Theorem 5.3 with Theorem 2.1 and Lemma 5.1, we get the
following:
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Corollary 5.4. Let u0 # M0"Mk+1 (i.e., limt   Q(S(t)u0) # [41 , ..., 4k])
for some k # N. Then
lim sup
t  
l(|(t))C8 L
4k
41
and
lim sup
t  
l ((t))C9 L
4k
41
.
Remark 5.5. In this remark, we conjecture the optimal bounds for the
quantities lim supt  l (|(t)) and lim supt  l ((t)), which are estimated
in Corollary 5.4.
The eigenvalues of the Stokes operator A (there are some multiplicites)
can be indexed by Z2"(0, 0); they are
*k=q2|k| 2=\2?L +
2
|k| 2, k # Z2"(0, 0).
The functions
vk(x)=cos(qk } x)(&k(2), k (1)), k=(k(1), k(2)) # Z2"(0, 0) (5.5)
and
v~ k(x)=sin(qk } x)(&k(2), k (1)), k=(k(1), k(2)) # Z2"(0, 0) (5.6)
form an orthonormal basis of eigenfunctions. It is well-known that B(v, v)=0
for every eigenfunction v of A. Discussing vk's first, u(t)=e&&*ktvk , for t0,
is a solution of the NSE for every fixed k # Z2"(0, 0). The corresponding
vorticities and stream functions are
|(t)=&q|k| 2 e&&*kt sin(qk } x), t0
and
(t)=&
1
q
e&&*kt sin(qk } x), t0.
An elementary calculation shows that
l (|(t))=l ((t))=L \2 *
12
k
q
+1+ , t0
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provided k(1)=0 or k(2)=0, and
l (|(t))=l ((t))=2L
*12k
q
, t0
provided k(1){0 and k(2){0. This implies
l (|(t))C10L \*k41+
12
, t0; (5.7)
the same estimate holds also for l((t)). We thus conjecture that, under
assumptions of Corollary 5.4, const L(4k41)12 is an optimal upper bound
for the quantities lim supt   l (|(t)) and lim supt   l ((t)). (Considering
v~ k in place of vk , we arrive at the same conclusion (5.7).)
Note that in order to obtain the bound (5.7), the eigenfunctions do not
need to be of the form (5.5) or (5.6). Let v # H be any nonzero eigenfunc-
tion of A; using the estimates of Donnelly and Fefferman, we will estimate
the Hausdorff length of the zero set of the associated vorticity | (for the
sake of brevity, we consider only the zero sets and not other level sets). If
Au=*ku, for some k # Z2"(0, 0), then (&2) |=*k|. Then, by [4],
C11L \*k41+
12
H1(N(|, 0))<C12L \ *k41+
12
(the same bounds hold for the stream function as well).
The reason for not obtaining optimal bounds in Corollary 5.4 ought be
looked for in Theorem 4.1. Considering only the eigenfunctions of A,
Theorem 3.1 and Lemma 3.2 still lead to optimal bounds. Indeed, assume
that A12u=*12k u, for some u # H and k # Z
2"(0, 0). Then, for every :, t0,
A12e:tA12u=A12 :

j=0
(:t) j
j !
A j2u=A12 :

j=0
(:t) j
j !
*j2k u=e
:t*k
12
A12u.
If | and  are the vorticity and the stream function of u respectively, then
Theorem 3.1 and Lemma 3.2 show that
l (|)C1L(1+:t*12k ) exp \C2L:t +
and
l ()C1L \1+log *k41+:t*12k + exp \
C2L
:t + .
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Choosing : and t so that :t=C2 L, we get
l (|)C13 L \*k41+
12
and
l ()C14 L \*k41+
12
which are the optimal bounds in view of the above discussion.
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